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Restoration of the IF Section of an Eddystone EC10 - by Paul Galpin, 
ZS2PG 
 
Background 
 
Last year I bought myself a non-working EC10.  I knew it was non-working because 
intermediate frequency transformer IFT1 was totally missing! 
 
I had read the "replacement IFTs" article by Jim Duckworth (Lighthouse Issue 
66, p15, appended for reference and basic circuit shown below, left), using TOKO EZ 
transformers, and I had contacted BEC in Harrogate to source them.  Unfortunately they 

no longer held any stock of the transformer type No. RLC 
252142NO that Jim had used.  In fact they had no record 
of any 10EZ stocks at all.  But the 
very helpful guy there had a good 
look around and found that they 
had a few remaining (about 100) of 
the Type RMC-402503NO (see 
10EZ Series Data Sheet appended 
to this article) – photo, right.  So I 
ordered 8 of these, just to be sure.1 
 
 

  
Inspection and Test 
 
Eventually, after the Christmas/New Year fuss had died down, and the guests and 
relatives departed, I decided that I must get it sorted.  To help, I borrowed a working 
EC10 from ZS2H, OM Barry, for comparison. 
 
Inspection and test of my EC10 showed that (a) IFT1 was missing, (b) IFT2 sort of 
worked, but didn't give consistent results, and (c) IFT3 was totally mashed up inside 
its can.  After a little experimenting with IFT2, the central shaft of that suddenly 
shattered.  OK, back to basics...... 
 
The ‘Fix’  
 
Two of the ‘Duckworth filter assemblies’ were built (photo, 
right), and I used one of the EZ transformers to replace IFT3, 
which feeds the detector.  Switched on, and the set sprang to 
life!  Unfortunately it seemed to want to live as a signal 
generator, rather than as a receiver, so I had to tame it down 
somehow.  Experimenting showed that the oscillation only 
occurred on the upper range of the RF gain control, and that 

                                                 
1 Try also JAB Electronics, http://www.jabdog.com/ 
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audio, and AGC output from the detector were both pretty low.  Comparing the two sets, 
the modified one had much more IF signal voltage at the collector of TR5 for the same 
signal into the aerial socket. Obviously, it seemed to me, I had too much gain with the 
new IF arrangement, and the 10EZ windings ratio was not correct for the audio/AGC 
side.  A copy of the original EC10 circuit is appended for reference and comparison. 

 
To improve the AGC action, I 
decide to take a feed from TR5 
collector.  This to serve the double 
purpose of getting more volts, and 
damping down the oscillations. (see 
modified circuit diagram, above).  
Trial and error gave me another 8k2 
to go with R28.  The final result 
gives me audible AF signal at a 
higher setting of the volume control 
than the standard set, but the 
maximum volume is still enough 
for me.  Oscillation now only 
occurs when receiving a strong 
station, with AGC off, and RF gain 
at maximum. 
 
Paul Galpin, ZS2PG 
February, 2009 
 

Underside of circuit board showing modifications 
to the AGC circuit 
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 The IF/AF board in its servicing position showing the location if the IF transformers
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Close-up of the ‘Duckworth filter assemblies’ (circled red) and final IF transformer 
(circled yellow) 
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